For a leading auto player, Spatial Access unearths nexus
between its creative agency and the production house.

Background

Approach

Findings

This leading auto client did
multiple ad films in a year with
several
production
houses.
Spatial Access was mandated to
benchmark and negotiate cost
of production of these films on
its behalf.

Spatial Access AdFilm Analytics
exercise looked at several
pointers including cost trends,
savings trends, best practices,
nexus check between agency
and the production house (if
any), upcoming directors and
technicians, etc

One of Spatial Access’s findings
revealed that a particular
production house had been
engaged multiple times in the
past and had been awarded the
project each time it had
participated in the pitch.

For its annual planning Spatial
Access offered to conduct a
data analytics exercise on the
films done by the client to look
for trends and learnings for the
forthcoming year.

Spatial Access analysed 25 past
projects conducted by the client
and mapped efficiencies
by
brands, cost heads and looked
for patterns such as production
houses
selected,
director
selection, to see if any form of
favouritism was being exercised.

The findings also revealed that
the efficiencies achieved by the
client were far below average
whenever the production house
was awarded the project, further
reflecting that this was because
it knew of its win beforehand
and was therefore unwilling to
reduce its fee.

“

We were quite startled at the discovery that Spatial Access
made about the nexus. Their recommendations were quite
useful and realistic and have helped us save cost and streamline
our film production process.

Spatial Access is a media audit and advisory company that helps advertisers increase their media ROI. We use proprietary processes to
analyse a marketer’s spends in traditional as well as digital media, print production, BTL, Ad Films, agency partnerships etc. and give
them specific recommendations on how improve both efficiency and impact. We work with clients with spends ranging from a few
million to few billion – Indian start-ups and conglomerates as well as global MNCs.
Ad Film Production Audit and Analytics is a specialised division of Spatial Access that advises clients on cost benchmarks for their
creative projects that include ad films for TV and digital media, print production and radio spots. This team comprises of experts from
the film production background and data scientists that help clients negotiate the best value of their creative products.
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